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This presented gradual thesis deal with problems connected with research projects
provided by nurses in cooperation with doctors on Coronary Intensive Unit in the IKEM
hospital Praha. The exact name of this thesis is – Ethics of clinical research provided in
intensive care by nurses. This thesis is composed from two parts – theoretical and practical.
Theoretical part is divided into the seven parts. The first chapter descripe a develop of
relationship between the doctor and patient whitch is very important especially during the
research studies.
The second chapter is focus on problems of informed consent area. Describe its historical
development and process its standardization in big hospitals. The third chapter contain an
information about ethicall comitte and its role in medical researchs. Fourth chapter contain
some information about development and changes in documents important in research area.
Nursing as a area for research is mentioned and discuss in five part of this thesis together
with supervision which is very important in research too.
Part six try to solve a problems connected with competention of nurses in the Czech republic
in research area. The last seven part try to explain the meaning of some research studies,
which are actualy running on Coronary Department in the IKEM Praha hospital.
Practical part in more details describe the results of two researchs process which was
realized on Coronary departmen in the IKEM hospital. Is divided in two parts. The firs part
present the results of my own guantitative research, second part describe the results of my
own gualitative research.
The end of this thesis contain some recommendation following with summary and
appendices.
